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,e mud pump piston is a key part for providing mud circulation, but its sealing performance often fails under complex working
conditions, which shorten its service life. Inspired by the ring segment structure of earthworms, the bionic striped structure on surfaces
of the mud pump piston (BW-160) was designed and machined, and the sealing performances of the bionic striped piston and the
standard piston were tested on a sealing performance testing bench. It was found the bionic striped structure efficiently enhanced the
sealing performance of the mud pump piston, while the stripe depth and the angle between the stripes and lateral of the piston both
significantly affected the sealing performance. ,e structure with a stripe depth of 2mm and angle of 90° showed the best sealing
performance, which was 90.79% higher than the standard piston. ,e sealing mechanism showed the striped structure increased the
breadth and area of contact sealing between the piston and the cylinder liner.Meanwhile, the striped structure significantly intercepted
the early leaked liquid and led to the refluxing rotation of the leaked liquid at the striped structure, reducing the leakage rate.

1. Introduction

Mud pumps are key facilities to compress low-pressure mud
into high-pressure mud and are widely used in industrial
manufacture, geological exploration, and energy power
owing to their generality [1–4]. Mud pumps are the most
important power machinery of the hydraulic pond-digging
set during reclamation [5] and are major facilities to
transport dense mud during river dredging [6]. During oil
drilling, mud pumps are the core of the drilling liquid
circulation system and the drilling facilities, as they transport
the drilling wash fluids (e.g., mud and water) downhole to
wash the drills and discharge the drilling liquids [7–9]. ,e
key part of a mud pump that ensures mud circulation is the
piston [10, 11]. However, the sealing of the piston will fail
very easily under complex and harsh working conditions,
and consequently, the abrasive mud easily enters the ki-
nematic pair of the cylinder liner, abrading the piston
surfaces and reducing its service life and drilling efficiency.
,us, it is necessary to improve the contact sealing per-
formance of the mud pump piston.

As reported, nonsmooth surface structures can improve
the mechanical sealing performance, while structures with

radial labyrinth-like or honeycomb-like surfaces can effec-
tively enhance the performance of gap sealing [12–14]. ,e
use of nonsmooth structures into the cylinder liner friction
pair of the engine piston can effectively prolong the service
life and improve work efficiency of the cylinder liner [15–17].
,e application of nonsmooth grooved structures into the
plunger can improve the performance of the sealing parts
[18, 19]. ,e nonsmooth structures and sizes considerably
affect the sealing performance [20]. Machining a groove-
shaped multilevel structure on the magnetic pole would
intercept the magnetic fluid step-by-step and slow down the
passing velocity, thus generating the sealing effect [21–23].
Sealed structures with two levels or above have also been
confirmed to protect the sealing parts from hard damage
[24]. ,e sealing performance of the high-pressure cen-
trifugal pump can be improved by adding groove structures
onto the joint mouth circumference [25].,e convex, pitted,
and grooved structures of dung beetles, lizards, and shells are
responsible for the high wear-resistance, resistance re-
duction, and sealing performance [26–28]. Earthworms are
endowed by wavy nonsmooth surface structures with high
resistance reduction and wear-resistance ability [29]. ,e
movement of earthworms in the living environment is very
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similar to the working mode of the mud pump piston. ,e
groove-shaped bionic piston was designed, and the effects of
groove breadth and groove spacing on the endurance and
wear-resistance of the piston were investigated [30]. ,us, in
this study, based on the nonsmooth surface of earthworms,
we designed and processed a nonsmooth striped structure
on the surface of the mud pump piston and tested the sealing
performance and mechanism. ,is study offers a novel
method for prolonging the service life of the mud pump
piston from the perspective of piston sealing performance.

2. Design and Tests

2.1. Design and Processing of Bionic Striped Piston. ,e BW-
160 mud pump with long-range flow and pressure, small
volume, low weight, and long-service life was used here. ,e
dimensions and parameters of its piston are shown in
Figure 1.

A striped structure was designed and processed on the
contact surface between the piston cup and the cylinder
liner. ,e striped structure was 5mm away from the out-
ermost part of the lip, which ensured the lip could contact
effectively with the cylinder liner. Based on the structural
dimensions of the piston cup, we designed a 2-stripe
structure, and the very little stripe space affected the service
life of the piston [30]. ,us, the stripe space of our bionic
piston was set at 5mm. According to the machining tech-
nology, two parameters of stripe depth h and the angle
between the stripes and lateral of the piston α were selected
(Figure 2).

2.2. Mud Pump Piston Sealing Performance Test. A mud
pump piston sealing performance test bench was designed
and built (Figure 3). ,is bench mainly consisted of a
compaction part and a dynamic detection part. ,e com-
paction part was mainly functioned to exert pressure, which
was recorded by a pressure gauge, to the piston sealed cavity.
,is part was designed based on a vertical compaction
method: after the tested piston and the sealing liquid were
installed, the compaction piston was pushed to the cavity by
revolving the handle. Moreover, the dynamic detection part
monitored the real-time sealing situation and was designed
based on the pressure difference method for quantifying the
sealing performance. ,is part was compacted in advance to
the initial pressure P0 (0.1MPa). After compaction, the
driving motor was opened, and the tested piston was pushed
to drive the testingmud to reciprocate slowly. After 1 hour of
running, the pressure P on the gauge was read, and the
pressure difference was calculated asΔP � P0 −P, which was
used to measure the sealing performance of the piston.

To more actually simulate the working conditions of the
mud pump, we prepared a mud mixture of water, bentonite
(in accordance with API Spec 13A: viscometer dial reading
at 600 r/min≥ 30, yield point/plastic viscosity radio≤ 3,
filtrate volume ≤ 15.0ml, and residue of diameter greater
than 75 μm (mass fraction) ≤ 4.0%), and quartz sand (di-
ameter 0.3–0.5mm) under complete stirring, and its density
was 1.306 g/cm3 and contained 2.13% sand.

3. Tests and Result Analysis

3.1. Sealing Performance Tests. ,e orthogonal experimental
design method was used to study the effect of factors and the
best combination of factor levels [31]. Stripe depth h and
angle αwere selected as the factors and were both set at three
levels in the sealing performance tests (Table 1).

,e test index was the percentage of sealing performance
improvement β calculated as

β �
ΔP1 −ΔP2

ΔP1
  × 100%, (1)

where ΔP1 and ΔP2 are the pressure differences after the
runs with the standard and the bionic pistons, respectively
(ΔP1 � 0.076 MPa).
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Figure 1: Standard piston and its dimensions (mm).
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Figure 2: Striped piston and its structure and its dimensions (mm).
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Figure 3: Mud pump piston seal test bench.
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,e experimental scheme and results were listed in
Table 2.

,e sealing performance tests showed the striped
structures all effectively enhanced the contact sealing be-
tween the piston and the cylinder liner. In particular, the
increase of sealing performance relative to the standard
piston minimized to 21.05% in the bionic striped piston with
a stripe depth of 3mm and angle of 45° and maximized to
90.79% in the bionic striped piston with the stripe depth of
2mm and angle of 90°. Range analysis showed the sealing
performance of pistons was affected by the stripe depth h
and angle α, and these two parameters (h and α) have the
same effect on the sealing performance.

Figure 4 shows the effects of stripe depth and angle on the
sealing performance of mud pump pistons. Clearly, the stripe
depth should be never too shallow or deep, while a larger angle
would increase the sealing performance more (Figure 4).

3.2. Sealing Validity Tests. Sealing validity tests were con-
ducted to validate the sealing performance of the bionic striped
pistons. It was observed whether the sealing liquid would leak
at the tail of the cylinder liner, and the time of leakage was
recorded. ,e standard piston and the most effective bionic
piston were selected to compare their sealing performances.

Both the standard piston and the bionic striped piston
leaked, which occurred after 84 and 249minutes of opera-
tion, respectively (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows the pressures of
the two pistons during testing. Clearly, the sealing pressure
of the standard piston declined rapidly before the leakage,
but that of the bionic piston decreased very slowly. After the
leakage, the reading on the pressure gauge in the standard
piston declined to 0MPa within very short time, but that of
the bionic piston decreased much more slowly.

,e beginning time of leakage was inconsistent between
the standard and bionic pistons (84minutes vs. 249minutes).
In order to compare the leakage of these two pistons, the
leaked liquid was collected when the piston started to leak.,e
volume of the leaked liquid was measured using a graduated
cylinder every 5minutes from the 84th minute and 249th
minute, respectively (both considered as 0minute), for
20minutes. Figure 7 shows the leaked amounts of the standard
piston and the bionic piston. Clearly, after the leakage and
failure, the leaking speed and amount of the bionic piston were
both smaller than those of the standard piston.

4. Sealing Mechanism of the Bionic
Striped Piston

4.1. Finite Element Numerical Simulation and Sealing
Mechanism. ,e piston lips and the cylinder liner were
under interference contact, and their mutual extrusion was

Table 1: Factors and levels.

Level Stripe depth h (mm) Angle α (°)
1 1 45
2 2 60
3 3 90

Table 2: Experimental scheme and results.

Factor
test

Stripe
depth
h (mm)

Angle
α (°)

Pressure
differences
ΔP2 (MPa)

Increased
rate of sealing

β (%)
1 1 45 0.044 42.11
2 1 60 0.027 64.47
3 1 90 0.014 81.58
4 2 45 0.021 72.37
5 2 60 0.022 71.05
6 2 90 0.007 90.79
7 3 45 0.060 21.05
8 3 60 0.034 55.26
9 3 90 0.030 60.53
yj1 62.72 45.18
yj2 78.07 63.59
yj3 45.61 77.63
Rj 32.46 32.46
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Figure 4: Influence of the striped structure on sealing performance
of the mud pump piston.
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Figure 5: Leakage of sealing liquid.
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responsible for the lip sealing. ,us, a larger pressure be-
tween the piston lips and the cylinder liner reflects a higher
lip sealing effect.

,e bionic striped piston with the highest sealing per-
formance (h� 2mm, α� 90°) was selected for the sealing
mechanism analysis and named as the bionic piston. ,e 3D
point cloud data of standard piston were acquired by using a
three-dimensional laser scanning system (UNIscan, Crea-
form Inc., Canada). ,en, the standard piston model was
established by the reverse engineering technique.,e striped
structure of the bionic piston was modeled on basis of the
standard piston.

4.1.1. Contact Pressure of Piston Surface. ,e standard
piston and the bionic piston were numerically simulated
using the academic version of ANSYS® Workbench V17.0.

Hexahedral mesh generation method was used to divide the
grid, and the size of grids was set as 2.5mm. ,e piston grid
division is shown in Figure 8, and the grid nodes and ele-
ments are shown in Table 3. ,e piston cup was made of
rubber, which was a hyperelastic material. A two-parameter
Mooney–Rivlin model was selected, with C10 � 2.5MPa,
C01 � 0.625MPa, D1 � 0.3MPa−1, and density� 1120 kg/m3

[32, 33]. ,e loads and contact conditions related to the
piston of the mud pump were set.,e surface pressure of the
piston cup was set as 1.5MPa, and the displacement of the
piston along the axial direction was set as 30mm. ,e two
end faces of the cylinder liner were set as “fixed support,”
and the piston and cylinder liner were under the frictional
interfacial contact, with the friction coefficient of 0.2.

Figure 9 shows the pressure clouds of the standard piston
and the bionic piston. Since the simulation model was
completely symmetrical and the pressures at the same po-
sition of each piston were almost the same, three nodes were
selected at the lip edge of each piston for pressure mea-
surement, and the average of three measurements was used
as the lip edge pressure of each piston. ,e mutual extrusion
between piston and cylinder liner happened at the lip, and
thereby the larger of the lip pressure was, the better the
sealing performance was. ,e lip pressure of the standard
piston was smaller than that of the bionic piston
(2.7371± 0.016MPa vs. 3.0846± 0.0382MPa), indicating the
striped structure enhanced themutual extrusion between the
bionic piston and the cylinder liner and thereby improved
the sealing performance between the lips and the cylinder
liner. As a result, sand could not easily enter the piston-
cylinder liner frictional interface, which reduced the re-
ciprocated movement of sand and thereby avoided damage
to the piston and the cylinder liner.

Figure 10 shows the surface pressures from the lip mouth
to the root in the standard piston and the bionic piston. ,e
surface pressure of the bionic piston surpasses that of the
standard piston, and the pressure at the edge of each striped
structure changes suddenly: the pressures at the striped
structure of the bionic piston are far larger than at other parts.
,ese results suggest the contact pressure between the edges
of the striped structures and the cylinder liner is larger, and
the four edges of the two striped structures are equivalent to a
four-grade sealed lip mouth formed between the piston and
the cylinder liner, which generates a multilevel sealing effect
and thereby largely enhances the sealing effect of the piston.

4.1.2. Leakage Flow Field of Piston Surface. ,e piston
surface flow field was numerically simulated using the CFX
module of the software ANSYS®Workbench V17.0.,e side
of the lips was set as fluid inlet, and the other side as fluid
outlet, as shown in Figure 11. ,e inlet and outlet were set as
opening models, and the external pressure difference be-
tween them was 0 Pa.,emoving direction of the piston was
opposite to the fluid flow direction. ,e fluid region was
divided into grids of 0.2mm, while the striped structures
were refined to grade 2.

Figures 12 and 13 show the surface streamline clouds and
sectional streamline clouds of the two pistons at the early
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stage of leakage when the fluid entered the interface. Clearly,
compared with the standard piston, when the surface-leaked
liquid from the bionic piston passed the striped structure,
the streamlines were sparse and significantly decreased in
number, and the flow velocity declined more. ,e flow
velocity decreased from 0.9348m/s to 0.7555m/s in the
bionic piston and from 0.9346m/s to 0.9262m/s in the
standard piston. It shows that, after the blockage by the
striped structures, the striped structure more significantly
intercepted the leaked liquid and could reduce the leakage
rate of the piston, thereby enhancing the sealing effect.

Figure 13 shows the section leakage streamline of the
standard piston and the bionic piston. Clearly, compared
with the standard piston, when the leaked liquid of the
bionic piston flowed through the striped structures, the
streamlines would reflux and reverse inside the striped
structures, indicating the striped structures can efficiently
store the leaked liquid and slow down the leakage.

4.2. Observation of Sealed Contact of Pistons and Sealing
Mechanism. To better validate the sealing mechanism of the
bionic striped pistons, a piston’s performance testing plat-
form was independently built and the sealed contact of the
pistons was observed. A transparent toughened glass cyl-
inder liner was designed and machined. ,e inner diameter
and the assembly dimensions of the cylinder liner were set
according to the standard BW-160 mud pump cylinder
liners. ,e sealing contact surfaces of the pistons were
observed and recorded using a video recorder camera.

Figure 14 shows the surface contact of the standard
piston and the bionic piston. Clearly, in the contact areas
between the standard piston and the cylinder liner, only the
narrow zone at the lip mouth contacted, as the contact width
was only 4.06mm. On the contrary, the contact areas

between the bionic piston and the cylinder liner were all very
wide, as the contact width was about 18.36mm, and the
sealed area was largely enlarged (892.8mm2 vs. 4037.6mm2)
according to the contact areas calculated, which were fa-
vorable for improving the sealing performance.

Figure 15 shows the oil film left after the piston running.
,e oil film width of the bionic piston was far larger than
that of the standard piston (20.48mm vs. 2.28mm). ,e
striped structure of the bionic piston could store the lu-
bricating oils, and uniform oil films were formed after its
repeated movement, which reduced the friction between the
piston and the cylinder liner, so that the seal failure of the
piston would not happen due to excessive abrasion.

5. Conclusions

(1) ,e bionic striped structure significantly enhanced
the sealing performance of the mud pump pistons.
,e stripe depth and the angle between the stripes
and the piston were two important factors affecting
the sealing performance of the BW-160 mud pump
pistons. ,e sealing performance was enhanced the
most when the stripe depth was 2mm and the angle
was 90°.

(2) ,e bionic striped structure can effectively enhance
the contact pressure at the piston lips, enlarge the
mutual extrusion between the piston and the cyl-
inder liner, reduce the damage to the piston and
cylinder liner caused by the repeated movement of
sands, and alleviate the abrasion of abrasive grains
between the piston and the cylinder liner, thereby
largely improving the sealing performance.

(3) ,e bionic striped structure significantly intercepted
the leaked liquid, reduced the leakage rate of pistons,
and effectively stored the leaked liquid, thereby re-
ducing leakage and improving the sealing
performance.

(4) ,e bionic striped structure led to deformation of the
piston, enlarged the width and area of the sealed
contact, the stored lubricating oils, and formed

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Piston grid division: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston.

Table 3: Grid nodes and elements.

Piston Node Element
Standard piston 99819 60805
Bionic piston 109689 67447
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Figure 9: ,e pressure cloud at piston lips: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston.
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Figure 10: ,e surface pressures from the lip mouth to the root: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston.
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Figure 13: Piston section leakage streamline: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston.
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Figure 14: Surface contact of pistons: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston. ,e length of the red line is the contact width.

Figure 15: Surface lubrication of pistons. ,e length of the red line is the oil film width.
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Figure 12: Piston surface leakage streamline: (a) standard piston; (b) bionic piston.
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uniform oil films after repeated movement, which
improved the lubrication conditions and the sealing
performance.

,e bionic striped structure can improve the sealing
performance and prolong the service life of pistons. We
would study the pump resistance in order to investigate
whether the bionic striped structure could decrease the wear
of the piston surface.
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